
The Autonomous Car  
& The Future of  
Heads Up Displays



What’s the first thing you think 
of when I say the words 

“Autonomous Car?” 



Google





KITT



Google



What is an Autonomous Car? 
!

• It’s capable of fulfilling human transportation 
capabilities of a traditional car. 
!

• It’s capable of sensing its environment and 
navigating without human input. 
!

•Has advanced control systems such as radar, GPS, 
and computer vision. 
 
These systems interpret sensory information to 
identify appropriate navigation paths, as well as 
obstacles and relevant signage.



How do these systems work?



Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
These systems interpret sensory information to identify appropriate navigation 
paths, as well as obstacles and relevant signage.



What system has meaning to me?



Head’s Up Display (HUD)



Heads-Up Display (HUD)
A head-up display also known as a HUD is any transparent display that presents 
data without requiring users to look away from their usual viewpoints. The origin 
of the name stems from a pilot being able to view information with the head 
positioned "up" and looking forward, instead of angled down looking at lower 
instruments. 



Research  







Google Glass



Corning Glass



Emerging Technologies



Mithos Concept Car



Design Approach 



Overall Design 
!
•The design is a beautiful and a simplistic way to 
breathe new life into a Heads Up Display. 
  

•Minimalistic look, two dimensional appearance with 
heavy use of negative space for easy viewing. 
!

•Create an experience that is simpler, more useful, and 
more enjoyable. 
!

• It’s about offering up the right things, in the right 
place, right when you need them. There’s greater 
focus on what matters most. 
!

• It’s about bringing order to complexity.





Colors & Shapes 
!
•Bright muted colors, bold and often retro. 
!

•No embellishments – no drop shadows, no embossed 
effects, no gradients, etc.  

!
•Crisp, clean lines—no feathered edges. Simple shapes.





Iconography & Typography 

•Simple user interface elements such as buttons  
or icons. 

!
•The design which values iconography, or the 
delivery of information, over typography helps the 
user understand what is being communicated. 

• Increased use of simple typefaces.





A Day in the Life of  
John & His Car 



John Maron 
- 36 yrs old 
- Tech savvy 
- Owned his car for over a year 
- Morning, 8:17AM 
- He’s leaving his house now 

and ready to drive to work.



Driver Recognition Security









Vehicle Personalized 
Configuration

















Traffic Sign Detection







Traffic Sign Detection
The system uses front infrared radar, front camera and/or wifi to allow the 
vehicle to recognize visible and partially obstructed traffic lights and signs on 
the road. This informs the vehicle to maintain a legal speed, obey local traffic 
instructions, or urban restrictions by optical warning display or acoustic 
spoken warning.

Automated



Connected Car











Connected Car
Is a system equipped with internet access which allows the car to share 
internet access to other devices both inside as outside the vehicle. This 
provides additional benefits to the driver including automatic notification of 
crashes, speeding and weather conditions.

Automated



Weather Alerts







Weather Alerts
The system uses the front radar sensors, GPS and/or wifi to report current or 
upcoming weather conditions in the surrounding areas. When the system 
identifies dangerous weather conditions, the driver is warned with an optical 
warning display and acoustic spoken warning.

Automated



Self Parking







Self Parking
The system uses front, side, rear ultrasonic sensors, rear camera and/or wifi to 
guide the vehicle into a standard or parallel parking space. This systems allows 
drivers to find parking, save time, reduce accidents and traffic.

Automated







Navigation











Point of Interest Identifier









Point of Interest Identifier
The system uses the front camera, GPS and/or wifi to gather information about 
the surrounding area. This includes landmarks, restaurants and points of 
interest. The relevant information is then displayed for the driver to explore. 

Automated or Manual



Adaptive Cruise Control







Adaptive Cruise Control
The system uses front cameras, front radar sensors, ultrasonic sensors and/or 
wifi allowing the vehicle to slow when approaching another vehicle and 
accelerate to a preset speed when traffic allows. The driver is warned with  
an optical warning display, acoustic spoken warning and vibrating pedal.

Automated



Lane Assistant







Lane Assistant
The system uses front cameras to monitor the vehicle's position in the lane. 
It either warns the driver with an optical warning display, acoustic spoken 
warning and vibrating pedal when the vehicle is leaving its lane and takes 
corrective actions.

Automated



Collision Avoidance









Collision Avoidance
The system uses front radar sensors, front and rear cameras, front, side and rear 
ultrasonic sensors. GPS and/or wifi to predict accurately the likelihood of an 
imminent collision. The response could involve the automatic control of the vehicle 
or simply an appropriate warning to the driver by either an optical display, acoustic 
spoken warning and vibrating pedal and steering wheel.

Automated



Overtaking Assistant







Overtaking Assistant
The system uses front radar systems to determine the position of the vehicle and 
the positions of the vehicle in front and of any oncoming vehicle and decides 
weather there is sufficient room for a successful overtaking maneuver. When the 
system identifies the situation as dangerous, the driver is warned with an optical 
warning display, acoustic spoken warning and vibrating pedal.

Automated



Weather Alerts







Automatic Night Vision









Automatic Night Vision
The system uses a front infrared camera to increase a vehicle driver’s 
perception and seeing distance in darkness or poor weather beyond the 
reach of the vehicle’s headlights. The vehicle provides a warning to the 
driver by either an optical display, acoustic spoken warning and vibrating 
pedal and steering wheel.

Automated




